
11199: "visiting shortly amsterdam and picking some trash there before going to

hanging my trash bag on the stroller"

advantage of the crowded utrecht and the sunny weather to pick quite some trash 

with livia waiting for myrthe to breastfeed her during her work breaks and taking 

11198: "picking trash right before the summer holiday now still walking around 

thirst and feeling i need to keep myrthe and livia company"

people walking there and wanting to chit chat to me also feeling very much the 

foundation but also cleaning out the tractor shed and there getting distracted by 

06096: "now working all alone with august departure both digging the cathedral 

and quite some rain visiting myrthe's brother in maastricht"

quite some cold and gray mornings with some warm sun only in the early afternoon 

okay weather after a summer there with absolutely no rain but also experiencing 

apartment feeling there much heat and lastly leaving for holland finding quite an 

rain  bringing  the  temperature  down  and  also  spending  one  night  in  the  venice 

16125: "experiencing some nice days with blue sky in the mountains but also some 

back to the contrada tougher"

keeping livia on the carrier bag making the going up the mountain and the return 

06095: "taking our last walk up mountain enna to celebrate august's departure and 

driving around"

davide  while  working  together  digging  the  foundation  of  my  cathedral  and  while 

up in the mountains still singing songs to livia and also singing old songs with 

03106: "traveling to italy and listening to the best of the 1970s and later being 

from the valley below and setting them up as a roof over the digging"

06094: "still working on the tractor shed transporting heavy timbers with august 

trees by hand"

the valley and letting him use the chainsaw while doing all the cutting of small 

06093: "working with august in the lower part of the cathedral trying to clean up 

time the tractor with earth all by myself"

managing to dig early in the morning avoiding the heat of the sun and loading many 

06092:  "still  digging  the  field  with  august  now  wanting  to  sleep  longer  and 

down stream but also spending a day in utrecht and another exploring delft"

with a short stop over in germany and there walking extensively with livia up and 

summer works to see the field of the cathedral and then driving back to holland 

vegetarian  restaurant  at  night  or  bringing  them  for  the  first  time  after  the 

having  no  car  to  do  grocery  and  later  with  myrthe  and  livia  going  to  the  new 

to  check  the  broken  bathroom  mostly  walking  in  the  mountains  both  with  august 

05124: "beside walking in a weekend to my venice apartment with livia and myrthe 



taking exclusively care of my project and livia and quitting my metal workshop"

then  returning  to  holland  suddenly  having  to  readjust  to  a  more  domestic  life 

cathedral first with august and then alone also cleaning the way up the valley and 

01176:  "a   month   working   hard   in   the   mountains   digging   the   foundation   of   the 

heart beat"

netherlands  is  approaching  and  working  very  hard  reaching  a  high  and  constant 

with   myrthe   allowing   me   to   go   there   everyday   now   that   our   departure   to   the 

06097: "still digging the field of the cathedral alone and making several loads 

background colours"

from   home   and   substituting   the   red   dot   with   a   yellow   one   re-configuring   the 

after little livia almost continuously but managing to paint with myrthe working 

07125: "painting executed in the little moments of free time now having to look 

filming the hilly landscape there and later also maastricht and surroundings"

the  same  format  and  using  quite  extensively  also  in  a  small  trip  to  belgium 

livia and deciding to try out my new phone to record in higher resolution but with 

13160:  "public   spaces   filmed   now   back   in   the   netherlands   walking   around   with 

together now also using a more powerful and new phone with a better microphone"

a  few  thoughts  particularly  when  departing  from  august  after  a  splendid  time 

and then spending time in the mountains working on my cathedral and recording only 

increasing grateful about nature becoming quite indifferent about society as such 

09079:  "recording   thoughts   in   the   netherlands   walking   with   livia   and   getting 

university students starting the year and leaving quite a mess around"

netherlands  and  finding  a  lot  of  trash  of  the  sidewalk  of  delft  with  the  new 

11200: "still picking trash in italy at the seaside and later going back to the 

oriented for families"

at  my  mother's  and  finding  very  little  disco  fliers  as  the  place  turned  more 

italy and picking no trash while in the mountains but finally going to the seaside 


